LET US HELP
IMPROVE THE
INDOOR AIR
QUALITY &
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY OF
YOUR HOME!
AIR DUCT CLEANING | DRYER VENT CLEANING | FILTER REPLACEMENT | VIDEO INSPECTION

Stop breathing dirty air inside your home!
With us spending more time indoors, the air we breathe is more
important than ever. According to the Environmental Protection
Agency, levels of air pollution inside our homes can be two to
five times higher than outdoor levels! The air we breathe inside
can contain household dust, mites, mold, mildew, pollen and
more.

We show you what you could be breathing
At Josko Services we only use the best equipment and
products! We use advanced video inspection equipment to
see deep inside your Air Ducts to determine if cleaning is
beneficial. Once we have inspected your duct work, we use
state of the art brush and vacuum equipment to clean every
inch of your system. The Air Duct Cleaning equipment we use
works much like your vaccuum on your floors. Our brushes
scrub your ducts as the powerful vacuum is removing all the
harmful contaminants.

Give us a call today and let us help you breathe
cleaner inside.
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DRYER VENT
CLEANING

IS YOUR DRYER TAKING LONGER TO GET THE
JOB DONE? IT COULD BE TIME FOR A CLEANING.
Most people think cleaning the dryer’s lint screen is
enough to keep your dryer running safely and
efficiently. The fact is, overtime lint builds up in your
dryer and dryer vent which reduces airflow and
makes your dryer work harder than it needs to. This
can also increase the risk of your dryer overheating
causing inefficiencies and in some cases, fires.

Let us improve the safety and efficiency of your
dryer today!
According to the U.S. Fire Adminstation, the
leading cause of dryer fires in residential homes
(34%) was failure to clean!

WHEN IS THE LAST TIME YOU REPLACED YOUR
AC FILTER?
Regularly replacing your air filter contributes
towards keeping your indoor air clean and your
heating and cooling system working efficiently.
Replacing a dirty, clogged filter with a clean new
one can lower your systems energy consumption by
5% to 10%!

FILTER
REPLACEMENT

We are here to help make your life easier! Thanks
to the Indoor Wellness auto delivery service a new
filter will be at your door reminding you its time to
replace your dirty old one!
Visit www.indoorwellness.com to start your
subscription! Enter promo code C51445 at check
out to receive $30 off.
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